An anagram is a word or phrase consisting of letters which can be rearranged to form another word or phrase.

- The letters in the word **pins** can be used to make the words **spin**, **nips**, and **snip**.
- The letters in the phrase **a vocal ruby** make the word **vocabulary**.

**Forwards and Backwards**

These anagrams spell the first word if read backwards!

- Why are **buns** like a **snub**?
- Why is a **reed** like a **deer**?
- Why is a **keel** like a **leek**?
- Why is a **reel** like a **leer**?

**Can you think of some more anagrams that can be spelled forwards and backwards?**

- Pool
- Guns
- Pets
- Taps
- Tips
- Nuts
- Pots
- Trap
- Tons
- Keep

Not sure if you got it right?

Check your answer using an **Oxford Children’s Dictionary**.